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The overarching purpose of this work is to give leaders of community sports, recreation, arts & culture, professional 
sports, active living, heritage, tourism or hospitality sectors relevant facts about where we are right now and to continue 
building recovery solutions that enable organizations in these important sectors to adapt and thrive.

Now more than a year into the pandemic, restrictions are shifting again along with the availability of experiences for 
Calgarians. The sixth round of research focuses on the following: 

• Monitoring key attitudes, mindset, measures of comfort and risk;

• Explore consideration for activities and events as restrictions lift;

• Identify barriers for engagement and inform communication strategies; and,

• Understand how attitudes towards vaccines might impact behaviours.

Background & Purpose 
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How to use this report:

This report will focus on outcomes from Calgary respondents only.  The purpose of this 
report is to provide a supplementary perspective of the Calgary market specifically, for 
organizations who operate in the region.  A total of 489 Calgary-specific surveys were 
collected (350 from main sample, 139 boost) from June 4 – June 21,  2021.

It should be noted that the implications from the full report remain applicable to each 
individual market. The full (province-wide) results are available at:
www.stone-olafson.com/insights

Please note: 
Numbers presented have been rounded and sums may not correspond exactly to numbers in the detailed data tables made available. 

Throughout the report, arrows are used to indicate a statistically significant results (up or down). 

Due to the inclusion of online, non-random sampling, a standard margin of error is not calculated for the results.  However, an 
approximate rate of reliability typically associated with an overall sample of this size would be +/-4.4%, 19 times out of 20. 
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Calgarians continue to closely mimic their fellow Albertans 
in attitudes and perceptions.

Comfort and risk are shifting 
in a positive direction

Calgarians will return at 
their own pace

Spending habits are 
markedly different

As we’ve seen through the last year 
and a half, comfort has developed into 
a very predictable pattern that follows 
case numbers and now vaccine rates. 
The same trend for city centres holds 
true, where Calgarians have a greater 
cautious optimism. 

A reminder to organizations in 
Calgary that understanding basic 
comfort and risk levels allows you to 
communicate in ways to encourage 
re-engagement.

While comfort and risk make progress, 
Calgarians have a greater pent-up 
interest than pent-up demand. They 
show excitement to get back to 
activities but have a “wait and see” 
mentality.

Organizations should keep in mind 
that public sentiment is a more useful 
barometer over government 
announcements. Some audiences will 
want similar programming that was 
offered during the pandemic while 
others are ready to return in-person.

1. 3. 2. 

The shift in spending habits is slightly 
more prominent in Calgary. And they 
continue to look for flexibility - in terms 
of payment options, participation 
options, etc.

As such, expectations from organizations 
should be muted with respect to how 
Calgarians will spend, at least in the 
short term. Providing flexibility allows 
for Calgarians to suss out how they want 
to direct their time and spending.
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Comfort levels, risk tolerance, and 
consumer mindset
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Comfort and risk tolerance are on the rise

Comfort Level 

High comfort – large groups 
(8,9,10) 

Medium comfort – social groups 
(4,5,6,7)

Low comfort – self/family groups 
(1,2,3) 

34%

54%

13%

33%

44%

24%

21%

37%

42%

26%

55%

19%

22%

58%

21%

25%

56%

19%

Jul 2021 Mar 2021 Dec 2020 Oct 2020 Jul 2020 May 2020
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Risk Tolerance

Risk Taker
(8,9,10)

Risk Reducer
(4,5,6,7)

Risk Avoider
(1,2,3)

29%

56%

14%

23%

58%

19%

18%

53%

29%

20%

58%

22%

 Jul 2021 Mar 2021 Dec 2020 Oct 2020

As we enter summer, everyone has a different comfort level in terms of interacting with others. Based on how you feel today, how comfortable are you with reintegrating or re-connecting with your 
community? In general, how would you consider your individual level of risk tolerance in day-to-day life? Average risk tolerance score. Base: Calgary (n=489)

Most notably in Calgary is the sharp decrease in those who have a “low” comfort level interacting with others or low risk tolerance.
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Vaccinations remain a key component to increasing comfort levels

Risk Tolerance

% Vaccinated – Total Population High
n=123

Medium
n=288

Low
n=78

0%
18% ↑ 2% ↓ 0% 

17% ↑ 2% ↓ 0% ↓

1% to 25%
42% ↑ 11% ↓ 4% ↓
28% ↑ 5% ↓ 2% ↓

26% to 50%
15% 15% 2% ↓
11% 3% 0%  

51% to 75%
19% ↓ 41% ↑ 32% 
32% 34%            14% 

76% to 100%
6% ↓ 30% 62% ↑
11% ↓ 56%↑     83% ↑

6%

18%

13%

34%

29%

5%

11%

5%

30%

49%
With the first and second dose
With the first dose

Now we want to understand how you feel about vaccines. Have you received or do you plan to receive the COVID-19 vaccination?
Base: Calgary sample (n=489)
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How do Calgarians feel 
about re-opening?
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Feelings towards re-opening vary but there is a high proportion who are 
excited and eager to engage 

Alberta recently announced its plan for re-opening in time for summer. How do you feel about it?
Base: Calgary sample (n=489)

9% 
5% 

9% 
11% 10% 

7% 9% 8% 
5% 

28% 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Feel anxious or 

afraid about what 
will happen

I’m excited and 
can’t wait to start 
doing things again

% Feelings towards Alberta’s re-opening plan
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Excitement towards re-opening directly aligns with risk tolerance

Alberta recently announced its plan for re-opening in time for summer. How do you feel about it?
Base: Calgary sample (n=489)

Risk Tolerance
Risk Taker

n=123
Risk Reducer

n=288
Risk Avoider

n=78

I’m excited and can’t wait 
to start doing things again

(8, 9, 10) 
89% ↑ 29% 0%

(4, 5, 6, 7) 11% 50% ↑ 31%

Feel anxious or afraid 
about what will happen

(1, 2, 3)
1% 20% 70% ↑

% Feelings towards Alberta’s re-opening plan

40%

37%

23%

While there are greater feelings of excitement than hesitation, organizations should identify where their audience sits in termsof risk 
–some Calgarians are ready to return and some who remain hesitant and will continue to look for other ways to engage which may
impact programming decisions.
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Below are a few statements about the pandemic, please review and tell us if you agree or disagree with each one.
Base: Calgary sample (n=489) 12

Calgarians feel a cautious excitement as restrictions loosen

% Agree

I’m excited that we can get back to 
normal as early as next month 67%

I personally won’t fully participate in activities or 
experiences until I have had my second vaccination. 62%

I’m not comfortable with the pace of reopening, it’s too fast. 46%

I won’t attend outdoor events or activities 
if I have to wear a mask. 38%

34%

33%

19%

18%

33%

28%

27%

20%

23%

16%

24%

31%

10%

22%

30%

31%

Completely agree Agree Disagree Completely disagree

58% Albertans

42% Albertans

It is clear Calgarians are excited to get back to normal, but city centres tend to lean more towards cautious when compared to rural 
areas of the province. 
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What words describe how you might be feeling right now? Please select all that apply. 
Base: Calgary sample (n=489) 13

Optimism is growing but negative emotions are still present
% Current state of mind Mar 2021 Dec 2020

Optimistic 39% 17%
Exhausted 46% 62%
Frustrated 53% 40%
Annoyed 51% 52%
Stressed 38% 29%

Impatient 44% 43%
Worried 29% 41%
Excited - 39%
Isolated 39% 36%
Grateful 29% -
Angry 28% 18%

Relieved - -
Understanding 20% 23%

Confident 14% 5%
Confused 11% 14%

Sad 25% 20%
Defeated 16% 30%
Assured - 2%

44%
44%
43%

34%
32%
30%
28%

24%
23%
22%
21%
19%

16%
15%
13%
12%
11%

6%

Negative emotions are 
softening over time, but 
continue to think about the 
mindset of your audience as 
you communicate re-
engagement.
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What is your overall impression of organizations who are preparing to go ahead with live events at the beginning of summer?
Base: Calgary sample (n=489) 14

The majority understand that organizations need to re-open even if 
Calgarians aren’t fully ready 

57%
AGREE

(29% strongly agree +  28% agree)

Activities and events need 
to go ahead even if not 

everyone is comfortable.

% Impression of organizations preparing for summer

Excellent – 10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

Poor – 1

Unsure

20%

4%

10%

8%

9%

10%

6%

11%

5%

11%

7%

Positive impression

Negative impression

34%

26%

City centres, however, have softest agreement and are the most polarized on their impression of organizations who fully move 
forward this summer.
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Consideration for engagement 
and barriers to address
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Below are a few statements about the pandemic, please review and tell us if you agree or disagree with each one.
Base: Calgary sample (n=489) 16

Calgarians will balance between rediscovering old and continuing new

% Agree

I can’t wait to rediscover the experiences, 
activities, and events in my community. 73%

Because of the pandemic, I’ve discovered activities that I 
can do on my own that I love (e.g. biking, hiking, hobbies). 63%

I feel like my life is about to re-start. 57%

23%

15%

14%

50%

47%

43%

23%

29%

36%

4%

8%

7%

Completely agree Agree Disagree Completely disagree

March 2021: 84%

This leaves organizations with the challenge to break through and remind Albertans why their offer is a compelling choice compared 
to the new self-directed activities they have discovered during the pandemic. 



17Thinking about the activities that you normally enjoy, assuming restrictions are coming off as planned and some health measures or safety measures will be in place, when will you consider doing those 
activities again? Base: Main sample, those interested in each activity (n varies) 17

Pent-up demand is highest for travel but starts close to home

% Consideration (Among those who participate)
Travel within Alberta

(n=307)

Travel outside of Alberta
(n=262)

Gym, fitness, or rec centres
(n=374)

Outdoor attractions
(n=420)

Live sporting events
(n=430)

Indoor attractions
(n=417)

Festivals
(n=322)

Live performances
(n=352)

Calgary Stampede
(n=472)

Folk Festival
(n=462)

55%

44%

44%

41%

34%

32%

29%

28%

27%

26%

31%

31%

22%

40%

26%

33%

30%

29%

19%

25%

6%

16%

24%

12%

31%

25%

35%

32%

41%

35%

8%

8%

10%

7%

10%

11%

6%

12%

13%

14%
As soon as it's
open, I'm going

I'll consider it, but
I'm going to wait

I'm waiting until
this  is all over

Unsure
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You mentioned there are activities you will wait to do. Which of the following will increase your willingness to participate in events and activities?
Base: Calgary sample, considering but waiting for at least one activity (n=351) 18

What do cautious Calgarians need to see to increase participation?

% Increase consideration – Among those waiting

Being fully vaccinated (both shots)

Seeing a majority of Albertans fully vaccinated (both shots)

Monitoring COVID statistics

Ensuring safety measures are in place

Knowing others at the event/attraction are vaccinated

Knowing there is a flexible and easy refund/cancellation policy

Assessing my comfort in crowds

Being able to do something at a very low or reduced cost

Seeing a majority of Albertans vaccinated (one shot)

Having everything available

Being vaccinated (one shot)

80%

72%

64%

62%

60%

54%

40%

33%

28%

21%

17%

Pandemic statistics can guide 
organizations’ expectations for 
increased engagement.

Safety measures, 
communication, and 
organizational transparency 
remain important. 

Across the province, the need to monitor statistics (vaccine levels, caseloads) is still most important to enhance consideration. 
However, messaging that communicates safety and flexibility remains important and organizations will likely need to build these 
messages into long-term communication plans and programming to reflect a new set of consumer expectations. 
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You mentioned there are activities you will wait to do. Which of the following will increase your willingness to participate in events and activities?
Base: Calgary sample  (n=489) 19

Calgarians still want to hear directly from organizations

% Agree

Now that things are starting to open, I’m looking forward to 
hearing from organizations about what they will offer. 71%

I am actively planning what activities 
I will participate in this summer. 64%

When it comes to participating in activities, 
I’m still in “wait and see” mode. 64%

Now that things are starting to open, I’m excited to explore 
what’s new and different in my community. 62%

19%

21%

22%

16%

53%

43%

42%

46%

22%

27%

20%

33%

6%

10%

16%

5%

Completely agree Agree Disagree Completely disagree
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Spending habits and messaging 
opportunities
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% Agree

I may have spent less on activities and
experiences over the past year, but anything 

I’ve saved I’ve put towards other things.
59%

My spending habits are very different 
from before the pandemic 54%

The pandemic has helped me save and
I’m going to continue this habit. 46%

I am willing to pay more for an experience 
knowing it supports organizations dealing 

with the impacts of Covid.
42%

12%

12%

6%

4%

48%

42%

41%

38%

33%

38%

39%

39%

8%

8%

14%

18%

Completely agree Agree Disagree Completely disagree

21Below are a few things people might say about the current situation and how they spend their time and money – please tell us if you agree or disagree 
Base: Calgary (n=496)

Spending habits have changed for Calgarians

50% Albertans

Slightly more Calgarians see that their spending habits are now different. As such, expectations from organizations should bemuted 
with respect to how Calgarians will spend, at least in the short term. 



2222What, if anything, could an organization do to encourage you to attend live and in-person, and spend money with them? Please select all that apply. 
Base: Calgary sample (n=489)

A cautious return is more apparent in city centres with the increase in 
flexible options compared to rural Alberta

% Encourage engagement

Have a flexible and easy refund/cancellation policy

Just be open for business

Offer promotions or deals

Offer a refund if I feel uncomfortable/unsafe at the 
event

Provide an incentive to visit again

Offer a package that allows me to experience activities 
at multiple organizations/locations

Offer a unique experience that I haven’t seen before

Offer something beyond what they typically do

Something else

None of these

56%

45%

44%

34%

26%

19%

18%

14%

13%

8%

49% Albertans

29% Albertans

50% Albertans



2323What can organizations say to you about the experiences they offer, in order to encourage you to participate or attend? Please select the top three.
Base: Calgary sample (n=489)

But safety continues to be a key message

% Need to hear about experience 
(selected top 3)

That they are taking to keep me safe

I just need to know they’re open

That it will be easy for me to access/book/get timed tickets

That it’s an experience I’ll be able to share with family or friends

That it's an experience that gives me a sense of normalcy

That I’ll be able to interact/socialize with people
That it will be an escape/ take a break from the negative feelings from this past 

year
Remind me it’s an experience that I’ve been missing

That it will be a unique or exclusive experience that I have not seen before

That it will provide stress relief

None of these

39%

30%

25%

22%

19%

18%

16%

13%

9%

8%

14%
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Respondent Profile
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22%

34%

23%

18%

Under $75,000

$75,000 to $149,999

$150,000 or more

Prefer not to say

Employment Household Income

Age Gender Location

33%

38%

29%

18-34

35-54

55+

Male
49%

Other 1%

Female
50%

Yes
35%

No 65%

Base: Calgary sample (n=489)

Children in the Household
51%

9%
7%
8%
20%

6%
4%

Employed - full time

Employed - part time

Looking for work

Freelance/Consultant/…

Retired

Homemaker/caregiver

Student

25%
11%
15%

22%
4%

23%

NW

NE

SE

SW

Downtown

Surrounding

Who We Heard From (Calgary)
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61%

17%

1%

1%

5%

12%

3%

2%

46%

14%

39%

20%

7%

19%

28%

Connection to COVIDIncome Changes (COVID)

30% 

10% 

12% 

47% 

Decreased and steady

Decreased but rebounded

Increased

Unchanged

Who We Heard From (Calgary)

Tested positive 

Know someone who 
tested positive

Quarantined because 
of contact tracing

Tested negative

Positive case(s)
at child's school

Had symptoms but 
was not tested

Know someone living in 
community with high rate

None of these apply to me

Base: Calgary sample (n=489)

Vaccination Status

Received the first dose

Received the first 
and second dose

Not received any dose 
yet, but I will as soon as it’s 

available to me
Not received any dose 

yet; I’m still trying to get an 
appointment booked

Still thinking about it/
waiting to see if there are 

issues before I get it

I do not intend to 
get the vaccine

I prefer not to say
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Understanding people. It’s what we do.


